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Background: Nuclear structure of the neutron-rich isotopes beyond 132Sn is investigated.14

Purpose: The level scheme of 137I is obtained after V decay of 137Te. Transitions in 136I are detected after15

V delayed neutron emission of 137Te. The half life of 137Te is measured.16

Methods: V-delayed W-ray spectroscopy is employed for neutron-rich 137Sb and 137Te isotopes, produced at17

the ILL after neutron-induced fission to populate excited states in 137I.18

Results: The new V decay level scheme of 137I is established. The half lives of 137Sb and 137Te are deter-19

mined as 0.57(26) s and 2.46(5) s, respectively. The V-delayed neutron emission probability P= limiting value20

of 137Te is deduced to be 2.17(66)%.21

Conclusions: The experimental results are an important input to the theoretical description of nuclei in22

the region, being well interpreted within LSSM calculations and provide essential information on the first-23

forbidden transitions beyond # > 82 and / > 50.24

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION25

Close to the double shell closures in the nuclear chart with26

one of the good examples being the 132
50 Sn82 doubly-magic nu-27

cleus, the nuclear shell model stays a major structural frame-28

work to understand such magic nuclei and their neighbours.29

By investigating the nuclear configuration of states around the30
132Sn core, the extension of the magic core may be traced31

and the polarization effect of valence particles on the 132Sn32

core may be studied in detail [1]. Valuable information on33

the nucleon-nucleon effective interaction and single-particle34

excitation energies may also be obtained. Furthermore, with35

increasing the neutron excess for these nuclei, a variety of new36

phenomena are predicted as the existence of neutron skin, van-37

ishing of standard magic numbers or opening of new sub-shell38

gaps [2–5]. These phenomena challenge recent competitive39

studies and boost the quest for new data to more and more40

neutron-rich species. In our previous review on 136Te which41

has two valence protons and two valence neutrons outside the42

doubly-magic 132Sn core, deviations of the observed transition43

rates from the ones predicted by the shell-model calculation44

are found [6]. It is of great interest to investigate the Iodine45

isotopic chain, where in our review in [7] of 136Te V decay,46

the excited levels of 136I were established and compared to the47

shell model. In the present work new excited states also are48

identified in three valence protons systems beyond the magic49

number / = 50. One of them, the 137I nucleus, which has50

two valence neutrons outside the closed neutron shell # = 8251

is of particular interest since also its low-spin excitations have52

not been explored in detail, while being very important for the53

nuclear structure in the region. Intermediate-spin states are54

addressed in our review on 135−139I nuclei [8].55

The excess of valences particles could polarize the 132Sn56

core and could lead to collective behaviour in 137I, a quantity57

of information on the shell evolution of nuclei is expected at58

such extreme proton-neutron ratios. However, these I nuclei,59

similarly to their Te isotones, have not shown a very collective60

behaviour and a rather similar trend of excitation energies and61

transition rates of their first excited states [8] with the increase62

of # . The three valence protons in the Iodines [7] were also re-63

garded as a cluster [9] to explain some features of these nuclei64

[10]. It is a very interesting exploration field though only the65

yrast states could be studied in both thermal neutron-induced66
235U-fission [11] and energetic neutron-induced 238U-fission67

[8], while many of the non-yrast states could not be populated68

by this reaction. Based on the knowledge of the only previ-69

ous V-decay work [12] with relatively scarce data on � = 13770

as compared to its � = 135 isotope, only 5 excited states up71

to excitation energy of 1169 keV with 9 W-ray transitions in72
137I were associated to the 137Te decay scheme [13]. There-73

fore, new results on 137I are highly demanded. More recently,74

benefiting from the development of experimental technology75

with radioactive neutron-rich beams [14–16], the majority of76

neutron-rich nuclei are investigated by spectroscopy of the fis-77

sion products directly. In this work we report on the V decay of78
137Te, which is itself produced by the thermal neutron-induced79

fission reaction on 235U.80

II. EXPERIMENT81

The exotic neutron-rich 137Sb isotopes are produced at the82

ILL reactor, employing a thermal-neutron beam inducing fis-83

sion onto a 235U target. The projectile fission fragments of84
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interest are selected and identified by the LOHENGRIN [17]85

separator for two separate data sets tuned on �/& setting for86

& = 21 and & = 25 to be able to disentangle more easily87

background from the radiation associated to the nucleus of in-88

terest. Further, the radioactive species are implanted onto our89

user detection system for a decay type of measurement. The90

detection setup consists of the LOENIE [18] V−decay station91

of plastic detectors in 4c geometry, placed around a supported92

movable Al-coated Mylar tape, evacuating the radioactivity93

from the implanted ions.94

The measurement cycle is adapted to the half life, T1/2,95

of the isotopes of interest. In this work, the time chopper96

is set to 3 s for injection, 3 s for measurement and 2 s for97

tape movement. This information is further used to extract the98

experimental T1/2 value (see Sec. III A). Prompt and V-delayed99

W rays emitted from the implanted isotopes could be detected100

by two Clover detectors (with Anti-Compton (AC) shields,101

used as passive shielding) and a coaxial HPGe detector in a102

very close geometry. Data is collected by a standard trigger-103

less VME electronics. Further experimental details, including104

information on the W-ray detection efficiency are given also105

in Ref. [19]. As appropriate for the studied energy range,106

these were also cross-checked with the experimental relative107

efficiencies of the � = 136 daughter nuclei [7].108

For the � = 137 study reported here, it is relevant to state,109

that isobars and long-lived contaminants as 137I, and 137Xe (and110
142Ba in & = 25 case), produced directly in fission may also111

reach the experimental station, as the LOHENGRIN separator112

does not distinguish between isobars abundant quantities of113

the longer-lived isobars. Such activities are taken into account114

in the analysis as they are already well known and mostly115

contribute as a long-lived background.116

III. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS117

A. Half life of 137Te118

Due to the very short half-life of the implanted 137Sb119

ions and its exoticity with respect to the daughter prod-120

ucts, the delayed spectra are dominated by these 137Te, 137I121

daughter/grand-daughters. Also, as explained above such122

� = 137 contamination is present in the initially-implanted123

ions as they are produced stronger in the fission. The W-ray124

energy after V decay and the corresponding timing informa-125

tion, based on the beam chopping are used to construct the126

"time chopper-energy" matrix. This matrix allows to moni-127

tor the activity of W-rays within the measurement cycle itself.128

By gating on V-delayed W-rays in 137I, we obtain the decay129

curve of 137Te. To demonstrate this and in order to increase130

the statistics, we summed up the time distributions of already131

known W-rays in this nucleus as 129 keV, 243 keV, 469 keV132

and 554 keV and fitted the half life using minimization pro-133

cedure. As shown in Fig.1, the contribution of the daughter134135
137Te is dominating the time curve. While any 137Sb contri-136

bution is minor (weakly produced and shorter) and may be137

neglected, the grand-daughter 137I nuclei may contribute to138

the background and can be accounted either directly with the139
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Figure 1. Time distribution of 137Te V-decay events fitted with the
resulting half-life.

Table I. V-decay half-lives measured in this work compared with
literature values

nucleus T4G?1/2 (s) T;8C1/2 (s)

137Sb 0.57(26) 0.566(52) [22], 0.492(25) [22],0.507(27) [21]
137Te 2.46(5) 2.49(5) [12], 2.1(1) [23], 2.08(40) [24]

known T1/2 in the Bateman equations fitting [20], or as a long-140

lived activity background with very similar outcomes. The141

resulting V-decay T1/2 are reported in Table. I together with142

the values from previous measurements [13]. The uncertainty143

in the current results comes from the statistical error and the144

fitting. The result on the 137Sb comes from the limit of this145

observation which is the 61.8 keV line (Fig. 2), corresponding146

to the deexictation of the excited state in 137Te. We have to147

note however, that it can be still polluted by some unidentified148

origin as we could not observe any coincidence transitions,149

e.g. those reported in Ref. [21], possibly due their much150

lower intensity and the overall low production of 137Sb. Thus,151

the result can be taken as an experimental limit justifying an152

agreement with previous observations.153154

B. 137Te V decay to excited states in 137I155

In the previous V − W spectroscopic study of 137I, 5 excited156

levels and 9 W transitions were established [13], far below the157

&V value of 7053(9) keV (see Sec. III D). In the present work,158

V-delayed W-ray spectrum of 137I is obtained by applying V-159

V coincidence conditions to all Ge data. The V-gated W-ray160

spectrum for different �/& settings on & = 21 and & = 25, as161

taken in our measurement, is shown in Fig.2. One can clearly162

see, as marked by their energies, that in both settings the163

transitions from 137I are well identified. The main background164

comes from the 137Xegrand-daughter nuclei, while for& = 25,165

also 142Ba contributes to the background. In order to subtract166

the background from long or short-lived nuclei, the analysis are167

performed under the condition that the selected time window168

corresponds to the chopper decay part (see Fig. 3). Transitions169
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from the previous measurements, V-decay of 137I [12] and170

fission [8, 11] are observed in this work.171

With the aim to expand and establish a new level scheme172

of 137I from this new V decay data, V-W, W-W (mutual) coinci-173

dences and W intensity balances are used. The W-W coincidence174

relations are constructed between the Clover detectors and the175

coaxial HPGe detector. For all these, we also used a coinci-176

dence with the detected V signal to suppress the prompt W-ray177

background (similar information is given also in Ref. [19]).178

In Fig. 4, we show a spectrum gated on the 243.6-keV, transi-179

tion corresponding to the the first excited state in 137I, where180

15 cases of mutual coincidences could be found. Four of181

them are consistent with the previous knowledge: 129.5 keV,182

357.2 keV, 469.7 keV and 925.9 keV, while six of them are183

used to construct six new excited levels: 609.6 keV, 974.4 keV,184

1155.4 keV, 1833.7 keV, 2047 keV and 2170.2 keV. In Fig.2,185

the 974.4 keV W peak sits on the tail of a background W in the186

& = 25 (red) spectrum and is thus weak in the & = 21 (blue)187

spectrum. As it has a very strong mutual coincidence with188

the 243.6 keV W-ray, we propose to place this transitions on189

the top of the known 243.6-keV level. Due to weak statistics,190

for the 1833.7 keV, 2047.1 keV and 2170.2 keV transitions we191

present, in addition, their gated spectra, illustrated in Fig.4.192

The weakly seen 2047 keV W-ray in Fig.2, is marked as ten-193

tative. The new 227.1-keV transition, found in the 243.6 keV194

gated spectrum, shown in Fig.4, is also in coincidence with the195

229.1-keV line (in the 227 keV gated spectrum, see Fig. 6),196

and all transitions de-exciting the level 373.1 keV such as the197

129.5-keV line). As its energy, in addition, fits the energy dif-198

ference between the 600.6-keV and 373.1-keV levels, we place199

it as a new transition in the level scheme (see Fig. 7). The200

229.1-keV line is proposed to be on the top of the 600.6 keV201

state, establishing a new level with energy of 830.2 keV. This202

new level is connected also with 554.2 keV state by the new203

276.2 keV transition that can also be traced in the coincidence204

relations depicted in Fig. 4.205

The 554.2-keV level has previously been observed in the fis-206

sion reaction studies [8, 11], with a single de-excitation by one207

transition to the ground state (g.s.). One can see from Fig.4,208

that the 554.2 keV gated spectrum provides 5 mutual coin-209

cidence lines. The 440.9 keV W transition is known from the210

previous fission works to connect with the higher-lying (13/2+ )211

state. The 276.2 keV, 299.0 keV and 897.7-keV lines are ob-212

served for the first time here. The 276.2-keV transition fits the213

energy difference between the new excited level at 830.2 keV214

and the 554.2 keV, proves the existence of new connections215

with energies of 830.2 keV, 299.1 keV and 897.7 keV, and216

provides an evidence in establishing the new excited levels at217

853.2 keV and 1451.9 keV excitation energy. These two levels218

can also be cross-checked inspecting their connections to the219

other levels. The 600-keV transition is marked as tentative as220

it is difficult to be distinguished from the de-excitation of the221

600.6 keV level to g.s.. The 1170.1-keV level is known pre-222

viously because of its mutual coincidence with the 925.9-keV223

and 243.6-keV transitions. Three other transitions de-excite224

this level as observed in this work, and they are weaker than the225

925.9 keV line. The 569.5 keV gated spectrum, illustrated in226

Fig.6, shows these coincidence transitions and suggests that the227

569.5 keV line can be placed on the top of the 600.6 keV level228

and its energy fits well the energy difference between these229

1170.1 keV and 600.6 keV states. Therefore, it is assigned to230

the de-excitation of level 1170.1 keV to level 600.6 keV.231

Another previously-known transitionwhichwe observe here232

has the energy of 620.5 keV and is assigned to de-excite the233

620.5-keV level directly to the g.s., without any connections234

to the other levels. As we could not identify any coincidence235

relations with known transitions, we use the time chopper236

information to obtain its time behaviour. The principle of237

this method is to use the time-energy matrix, by projecting238

the energy spectrum for every 1 s within time chopper de-239

cay part and thus trace the transition timing within the cor-240

rect )1/2 of the nucleus of interest. Fig.5-(a) shows how the241

known 243.6-keV transition behaves as an example, while the242

1435.9 keV-transition is assigned as a new transitions regard-243

ing this criteria. Fig.5-(c,d) show how transitions from the244

daughters 137Xe and 137Cs behave. Due to their long )1/2 the245

statistics within the decay part remains basically the same for246

these time projections. This criteria is used to cross-check all247

the new transitions observed in singles or in gated spectra and248

helps to reject wrongly suspected candidates.249

To assign new transitions to the level scheme of 137I we250

used the following criteria: a) the same timing; b) mutual251

coincidence relations with known or new transitions; c) the252

same relative intensity in & = 21 and & = 25 settings; d) not253

identified to the background or the contaminants. According254

to these criteria, 17 excited levels could be established in this255

work with a total of 32 W-ray transitions following the V decay256

of 137Te to 137I. Among these, we observe for the first time257

8 new and one tentative levels with 18 new and two tentative258

transitions. Table. II summarizes the information about the259

excited levels and W transitions associated with this V decay260

to the 137I nucleus. The W-rays intensities are normalized261

to the strongest 243.6-keV transition, and obtained using the262

background subtracted full-energy peak areas from V-gated263

W-ray spectrum selecting the time chopper decay part. The264

V intensity of each level is extracted from the feeding and265

decaying W transitions of this particular state. Its log 5 C value266

is calculated using the Q(V−) = 7053(9) keV from the atomic267

mass evaluation (AME2020 [25]) and Ref. [26].268

C. 137Te V feeding to the 137I ground state269

In order to obtain the 137I V feeding, its further decay to 137Xe270

and its P= channel to 136Xe are considered. As there is no271

long-lived (e.g. ms) isomeric state in 137I, these are the two272

branches representing the total g.s. feeding of 137I. For the V273

decay to 137Xe, g.s. to g.s. transitions as well as excited states274

are taken into account.275

We observed 34 excited states and 43 W transitions in 137Xe276

by the g.s. V decay of 137I, representing about 80% of the277

known transitions in 137Xe [13]. The IV for the g.s. of 137Xe278

is obtained in the same way: considering the V feeding from279

the 137Xe g.s. to 137Cs. For the V-n channel of 137I we did280

not observe known transitions in 136Xe. Note that the latest281

%= value is 7.76(14)% [27], compared to the evaluated one282
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Figure 2. The V-gated W-ray singles spectrum obtained following the V-decay of 137Te for both & settings. Peaks belonging to 137I are marked
by their energies. The main background comes from 137Xe grand-daughter nuclei and a 142Ba contaminant for & = 25.

of 7.14(23)% [13]. Combining the above information, except283

correcting for unobserved branches in the daughter and unob-284

served %=-related W-ray in Xe, we estimated in addition the real285

production of 137Xe in the W-spectrum of the 137Te decay in286

the following way. The counted W-rays belonging to Xe in the287

3-6 s decay part, corrected for nonobservance are compared288

to those in the 0-1 s of the Te decay, where only 3% follows289

decay (due to its )1/2). Analysing these portions showed that290

the W-rays from Xe in this time range correspond to 20% of291

those in the entire decay and thus one may infer that 80% of292

the Xe actually comes from the Te decay and 20% is from293

direct production. Therefore, correcting for the above factors,294

the total error for the IV g.s. feeding rises of up to 22% as295

reported in Table II. This reflects also the experimental log 5 C296

uncertainties of particular levels as a systematic error, while297

the statistical errors contribute to below or around the percent298

level in this measurement. It may be noted also that as sev-299

eral transitions in � = 137 are in the energy range relevant300

for conversion, this is also investigated. While some of these301

transitions, as the 243.6 keV the multipolarity comes from pre-302

vious measurements [11, 28], for the others, the possible "1303

and �2 assumptions can be made. However, while most of304

these transitions are weak in intensity and their proportion is305

found to be minor, for two relevant W-rays of 129.5 keV and306

139.7 keV, the conversion factors assuming the four different307

combinations changes the relative �V of the level. For exam-308

ple, for the 243.6 keV level the �V uncertainty increases from309

12.8(2.8) to 12.8(3.7). This is relevant also for the 373.1, 713.5310

and 853.2 keV levels and as the change is internally in the 137I311

level scheme, it does not affect the g.s. feeding and thus its312

uncertainty.313

D. Level scheme and spin-parity assignments314

Due to the 7/2− spin/parity of the parent nucleus, only the315

low-spin states are expected to be observed in its V decay,316

taking into account the predominant forbidden nature of these317

transitions. The g.s. spin/parity of 137I as its daughter as 7/2+318

is established earlier and completely consistent with our work319

here (see Sec. IV for details). For the 620.5 keV state, the320

spin/parity of 11/2+ was set because of the deduced �2 tran-321

sition multipolarity of the 620.5 keV W-ray in the spontaneous322

fission data [11]. In that study the angular correlations of this323

line were regarded with respect to the 333.9 keV line connect-324

ing the suggested 13/2+ level at 955.0 with the proposed 11/2+,325

assumed as an "1 + �2 type.326
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Table II: Excited levels and W transitions in the V decay of 137Te to 137I. The
initial level and its related information are given in the first four columns. The W
ray and its absolute intensity are provided in the fifth and sixth columns. The last
two columns reveal the final level and its spin/parity. The superscript = stands for
a new transition, while D marks also an assumption for uniqueness [26].

E8(keV) Jc
8

IV(%) log 5 C EW(keV) IW (%) E 5 (keV) Jc
5

0.0 7/2+ 47(10) 5.7(1)
243.6(8) 5/2+ 12.8(37) 6.2(1) 243.6(8) 100.0(6) 0 7/2+
373.1(7) (3/2+,5/2+) 2.8(14) 6.9(2) 129.5(7) 12.2(2) 243.6 5/2+

373.0(9) 15.2(3) 0 7/2+
554.2(10) 9/2+ 7.0(15) 6.4(1) 554.2(10) 33.4(5) 0 7/2+
600.6(6) (3/2+,5/2+) 2.4(6) 6.9(1) 227.1(7)= 1.2(1) 373.1 (3/2+,5/2+)

357.2(10) 6.1(2) 243.6 5/2+
600.9(10) 4.1(2) 0 7/2+

620.5(10) 9/2+,11/2+ 2.5(6) 6.8(1) 620.5(10) 8.9(3) 0 7/2+
713.5(7) (7/2+) 14.8(33) 6.0(1) 340.9(11) 13.3(2) 373.1 (3/2+,5/2+)

469.7(9) 26.1(4) 243.6 5/2+
713.2(12) 13.7(3) 0 7/2+

830.2(6)= (5/2+,9/2+) 1.5(3) 7.0(1) 229.1(7)= 1.2(1) 600.6 (3/2+,5/2+)
276.2(5)= 0.3(1) 554.2 9/2+
830.6(11)= 3.7(2) 0 7/2+

853.2(7)= (5/2+,9/2+) 1.5(3) 7.0(1) 139.7(6)= 0.9(1) 713.5 (7/2+)
299.0(11)= 2.2(1) 554.2 9/2+
609.6(10)= 2.0(1) 243.6 5/2+

955.0(12) 11/2+,13/2+ 0.3(1) 7.6-9.6D 400.8(7) 1.1(1) 554.2 9/2+
1170.1(6) (7/2+) 2.9(7) 6.6(1) 569.5(9)= 1.6(1) 600.6 (3/2+,5/2+)

797.6(10)= 2.1(1) 373.1 (3/2+,5/2+)
925.9(12) 5.5(2) 243.6 5/2+
1170.0(7)= 0.8(1) 0 7/2+

1218.0(11)= (3/2+,9/2+) 0.3(1) 7.6(1) 974.4(8)= 1.1(1) 243.6 5/2+
1399.0(11)= (3/2+,11/2+) 0.2(1) 7.7-9.6D 1155.4(8)= 0.7(1) 243.6 5/2+
1435.9(9)= (5/2+,9/2+) 0.8(2) 7.1(1) 1435.9(9)= 2.8(2) 0 7/2+
1451.9(7)= (7/2+) 2.5(6) 6.6(1) 600C 853.2= (5/2+,9/2+)

897.7(9)= 5.0(2) 554.2= 9/2+
1078.6(8)= 1.1(1) 373.1 (3/2+,5/2+)
1452.0(11)= 2.7(2) 0 7/2+

2077.3(14)= (3/2+,11/2+) 0.1(1) 7.7-9.5D 1833.7(11)= 0.3(1) 243.6 5/2+
2290.6(14)C 2047C 243.6 5/2+
2413.8(12)= (3/2+,9/2+) 0.2(1) 7.3(1) 2170.2(9)= 0.7(1) 243.6 5/2+

The 620.5 keV state, observed in this work represents a single327

transition to the ground state. However, we could not de-328

tect any coincident transitions to represent feeders from above.329

Thus, its intensity should be mostly coming in direct V feed-330

ing. Such scenario would not be entirely consistent with an331

earlier proposed spin/parity of 11/2+ and log 5 C value of 6.8(1)332

evaluated in this work, therefore according to our data Δ� < 2333

possibility shall not be excluded. For example, if the pre-334

sumed 11/2+ level would be a 9/2+ candidate, the 620.5-keV335

transition may have some mixing and this would not conflict336

several deviations from the theoretical angular correlation co-337

efficients from the previous observation in Ref. [11]. Such338

scenario would include the margin in the V intensity, observed339

in this experiment and respectively may be also suggested for340

the 620.5-keV level.341

The 554.2-keV [13] state was set to 9/2+ based on the suggested342

mixed "1 + �2 multipolarity of the 554.2-keV transition, ob-343

served in Ref. [11], with respect to the 400.8-keV transition.344

Both were placed in the level scheme in coincidence, that we345

indeed also observe in Fig. 4). Similarly, if the 400.8-keV346

transition would originate from a 11/2+ instead of the 13/2+,347

suggested for the 955.0 keV level, some possible mixing due348

some deviations in angular distribution, polarization data or349

alternation of spins may need to be assumed. In this exper-350

imental data, due to visible �V intensity and relatively well351

fitting log 5 C values, the previously assigned 11/2+ and 13/2+352

states are now given possible alternative assignments in the353

level scheme, shown in Fig. 7 and Table II.354

As we detect the 554.2-keV transition as the second355

strongest, relative to that of the first excited state (also pre-356

viously identified with spin/parity of 5/2+ [12]), this gives357

quite some certitude for the spin of the originating state. It358

does well fit the spin/parity of 7/2+ for the g.s. and is in a very359

good agreement with our shell-model (SM) expectations (see360

Sec. IV) that places the first 9/2+ state at 554.2 keV excita-361

tion energy. Furthermore, looking at the IV and log 5 C values362

for the 554.2-keV level, some 5/2+ possibility cannot be com-363

pletely excluded. This tendency actually comes from the fact364
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that if the 554.2-keV transition is mostly an "1 type, mixed365

with some �2multipolarity, the requiredΔ� = 1 branch would366

connect similarly strong a 5/2+ to the 7/2+ ground state. Note367

that the SM calculations (see Sec. IV) predict, that the second368

5/2+ state may be expected much below the first 9/2+ state and369

such a state would be populated directly and relatively strongly370

from the 7/2− g.s. V decay.371

The next candidate for the second (7/2+) state is the previ-372

ously observed 713.5 keV state, de-exciting by three W transi-373

tions, that we also observe, with the strongest one connecting374

to the 243.6 keV state with a spin/parity 5/2+ Ref. [11, 12].375

Its experimental IV and log 5 C also suggest (7/2+) assignment.376

However, such identification would be somewhat in variance377

with the SM prediction that expects the second 7/2+ level at378

571 keV excitation energy, while the third 7/2+ state is calcu-379

lated at 774 keV (see Sec. IV). Although they all are predicted380

with the same configuration, there is no clear reason why they381

would be compressed, except the possibility of unaccounted382

mixing in the configuration of these states. The third candi-383

date for such spin/parity, according to our data, is at excitation384

energy of 1170.1 keV. This is very well probable and matches385

the findings of Ref. [12] to our data, where we observed three386

more transitions de-exiting this level (see Fig. 7). The level387

must have been among the strongest ones observed in that first388

V-decay study and their proposed spins as 5/2+ and 7/2+ would389

be the favoured ones from the 7/2− g.s. of the mother nucleus,390

thus very consistent.391

The two levels at 830.2 keV and 853.2 keV have similar IV392

and log 5 C values though lower than expected for spin/parity of393

7/2+. Besides, their interconnecting transitions to the lower-394

lying 5/2+ and 9/2+ states, make this 7/2+ possibility less ade-395

quate. Therefore, we propose both (5/2+,9/2+) as spin/parities396

assignments. This would agree with the SM results for 9/2+397

and be underestimated for a 5/2+, while the third 7/2+ and 3/2+398

states, expected in the vicinity at 774 keV and 900 keV, require399

different experimental branching.400

The next level which experimentally has strong IV feeding401

and can be the (7/2+) state is located at 1170.1 keV, previously402

observed and matching the forth 7/2+ predicted at 1085 keV.403

The state at 1451.9 keV which has similar characteristics may404

have the same origin, thus also proposed as a (7/2+) state.405

Although the (5/2+) possibility cannot be completely excluded406

this would require more data to search for feeding branches407

that we could not observe. Interestingly, the five states we408

suggest with spin/parity 5/2+ or 7/2+ (�G < 1.2 MeV), being409

the strongest fed, are communicated though left unassigned in410

Ref. [12].411

In the data presented here, it can be seen that four similar412

new excited states at 830.2, 853.2, 1435.9 and 1451.9 keV are413

established. According to their possible de-excitation transi-414

tion multipolarities, the spin/parities are consistent with the415

earlier proposed (9/2+) spin/parity, while due to the relatively416

low log 5 C value a (5/2+) possibility may be added or even417

(7/2+) for the later one.418

Some spin-parity assignments suggested previously [11],419

were based on the possible proton-neutron SM configuration420

(see Sec. IV). A possible V decay of 137Te to 137I is expected to421

be primarily originated from the conversion of a neutron from422
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Figure 5. Energy spectrum corresponding to the decay of the nucleus
chopped at each second. Blue, red and green (color online) are for
the first 1BC , 2=3 and 3A3 second, respectively.

the f7/2 orbital into a proton in the g7/2 (or d5/2) orbital by a423

first-forbidden transition, thus in agreement with spin-parity of424
137Te g.s. of 7/2−. The feeding to the g.s. of the daughter 137I425

with log 5 C = 5.7(1) and maximal IV value of 47(10) indicates426

that it proceeds by a first-forbidden non-unique transition with427

Δ� = 0 and Δc = -1 [29]. This suggests spin-parity of 7/2+428

in agreement with the suggested from systematics spin/parity429

[12, 13]. Three more levels with suggested spin/parity of430

(7/2+) could be identified in the level schemewith log 5 C values431

between 6.0 and 6.6.432

Other levels candidates e.g. with a log 5 C 6.9(1) and a433

smaller IV of 2.4-2.8, possibly correspond to Δ� = 1, 2 for434

these, spin/parity of (3/2+, 5/2+) would be more appropriate.435

For about six levels with log 5 C ranging from 6.2 to 7.1, we436

propose the spin/parity of (5/2+) to be the most suitable can-437

didate. In addition, based on the �V branching, possible spins438

and multipolarities it may be assumed that some levels are439

candidates for Δ� = 2 which suggests some uniqueness when440

appropriate as marked in Table II.441

The proposed level scheme from this work is illustrated442

in Fig.7. Nine new levels (with one tentative among them)443

with 18 new transitions (with 2 tentative) are added to the444

revised previous knowledge. The tentative W rays with 600 and445

2047 keV energywhich are hardly distinguishable in V-delayed446

W-ray spectrum of 137I are placed as they appear in gated447

spectrum and, moreover, fit the energy differences between448

already established levels.449450451

E. %= branch452

Since the S= of 137Te is 2950(3) keV,within theQV−window453

of QV =7053(9) keV [25, 30], V-delayed neutron emission454

is possible for the decay of the 137Te nucleus. To obtain455

the V-delayed neutron emission probability, %=, of 137Te, we456

consider the known V decay of 136Te [7]. The known W-rays457

in 136I are regarded with the same criteria as for transitions in458
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137I. Only one state at 87.3(7) keV with single transition to the459

g.s. is observed in this work. The resulting %= amounts to460

2.17(66)%, compared to the latest literature value of 2.6(3)%461

and the evaluated database value of 2.91(16)% inRef. [31]may462

be regarded as lower limit for the knowledge of this quantity.463464

IV. SHELL-MODEL CALCULATIONS AND DISCUSSION465

The experimental results are compared to theoretical calcu-466

lations from large-scale shell-model calculations (SM) calcu-467

lations. The A4ℎ − A58 model space with the 132Sn nucleus468

as a core is used. The model-space, thus, consists of the en-469

tire major shell 1 57/2,0ℎ9/2,1 55/2,2?3/2, 2?1/2,0813/2 orbitals470

for neutrons and 067/2,135/2,133/2,2B1/2, 0ℎ11/2 orbitals for471

protons. Single-particle energies for neutrons and protons are472

taken from experimentally known data on 133Sn and 133Sb nu-473

clei [32]. The 0813/2 neutron and 2B1/2 proton orbital energies474

are inferred from Ref. [33] and Ref. [34], respectively. The475

N3LOP effective interaction [35] is used in thiswork. It was al-476

ready demonstrated in several articles to successfully describe477

the spectroscopic properties and collectivity of nuclei in the478

region beyond 132Sn, quoting as examples the Refs. [7, 8, 35–479

37]. The diagonalization of the considered system is achieved480

using the NATHAN shell-model code [38]. In this work, up481

to several excited states for the spin/parity/energy range of in-482

terest are calculated and compared to the proposed spin/parity483

assignments from the experiment in Fig. 8, the important484

main configurations for the positive (+) parity states are listed485

in Table III.486

For the states of interest, illustrated in Fig. 8, also the main487

SM configurations are noted. The probable correspondence,488

whenever possible, may also be seen (with the color code).489

It is interesting to remark immediately that for these states,490

the configuration is dominated by the proton configurations491

and, especially, the presence of the 35/2 proton in the very492

close vicinity of the 67/2 proton, inferred from the main oc-493

cupation of these orbitals. Almost no neutron excitations are494

found to take place in the detailed analysis of the wave func-495

tions for the examined states, even for the highest in excitation496

energy. Note that reviewing higher-lying states would not be497

relevant to the observed experimental data. The details of the498

main configurations for 137I may be traced for the computed499

states in Tab. III. This is certainly very different from the ob-500

served sequences in the 136I neighbour, where various neutron501

excitations could be seen [7], including some moderate a813/2502

occupation (see e.g. Fig. 13). Such behaviour may be at-503

tributed to the proximity of the # = 82 closed shell in the504

former case, to the fast step with the extra neutrons from an505

odd-odd to an odd-even system and finally to its structure.506

As it can be seen from the current Table, the purity of the two507

main configurations in the low-energy states of 137I is not small508

and, therefore, the other contributions appear with relatively509

minor weight in the wave functions. We present these results510

in accordance with the excited states that are candidates for the511

experimentally-populated spin/parity. In the Table, we give512

up to 10 excited states for the 3/2+ candidates for populated513

states at intermediate energy, and up to 6 excited states, as514

relevant for the spin/parities 5/2+, 7/2+, 9/2+, 11/2+ and 13/2+515

(see Fig. 8). One may remark, that the neutron excitation to516

the a?3/2 orbital is applicable only in a very few cases. The517

proton excitations containing the c35/2 orbital shows clearly518

a competition with the c67/2 orbital for excited states, and is519

also the second important contribution (with about 20%) in520

the 7/2+ g.s. of 137I.521

Another important point is the very small contribution of522

the aℎ9/2 orbital in the wave function of the 7/2− g.s. of the523

mother 137Te nucleus. The presence of this aℎ9/2 component524

and its decay to a state with cℎ11/2 component in the daughter525

is the main responsible transition for a GT strength at the526

beginning of this major shell. In the neighbouring 136I case,527

several 1+ states originated from such main configuration are528

populated, with one very strong branch, as predicted by the SM529

at about 2 MeV excitation energy [7]. Similar range is recently530

suggested also for 138I in Ref. [39]. Here, for � = 137, the531

aℎ9/2 component is reallyminor with a theoretically calculated532

proportion of only 2.5%. Note, that while present in � = 136533

with about 10%, it is completely blocked e.g. for 135I. It is534

worth to highlight, that for � = 140 of the same isotopic535

chain (140I), this probability is again enhanced with respect to536

� = 137, based on the more mixed g.s. configuration on one537

side and due to the lowered excitation energy of the GT states538

themselves, on the other, as it can be seen from the results in539

Ref. [40].540
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While reporting on the first excites states in the 137Temother541

nucleus, in Ref. [28], some aℎ9/2 ( 5 2
7/2) contributions are542

accounted e.g. for the yrast 9/2− states, including the g.s.543

together with the three valence a 5 3
7/2 configuration. These,544

as well as core vibrations coupled to them, were suggested545

to originate the 3/2− and 5/2− states, however they were not546

observed in the same study, while the position of these states547

is relevant in the situation of 137Te nucleus. These states could548

be seen only in the more recent V-decay of 137Sb →137Te549

[21], where the first negative parity states, expected with such550

configurations are found at relatively high in energy and thus551

not among those populated in the experimental V-decay results.552

It could, therefore, be concluded that at � = 137 no allowed553

branch aℎ9/2 → cℎ11/2 could be experimentally observed. As554

such contribution to the expected configurations is minor also555

in the examined 137Te→137I study here, and none of the excited556

states seem to present such a strong transition branching, we557
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give similar conclusions for this odd−� V decay.558

A. The 7/2− g.s. of 137Te559

The g.s. spin/parity of the V-decaying 137Te nucleus can560

rather firmly be set to 7/2− based on the experimental log 5 C561

values in the � = 137 I daughter and very strong branch to its562

7/2+ g.s. The direct g.s. to g.s. feeding is also relatively strong563

in this nucleus with about 47%. It behaves completely analo-564

gous to the � = 135 nucleuswith similar experimental strength565

[12], from where similar spin/parities can be concluded.566

The g.s. of 137Te was suggested with quite some certitude567

in Ref. [11] based on the observation of a large part of its yrast568

scheme (up to spin/parity of (33/2+)), multipolarity of several569

transitions connecting with the g.s. and SM calculations based570

on the Kuo-Herling (KH5082) [41] interaction, reasonably571

describing 137I as the one proton coupling to the 136Te nucleus.572

The perfect match of this assignment for the 137I (/ = 53, # =573

84) isotope to systematics of heavier-/ Cs, La isotone nuclei574

is found in a follow-up fission work [42], where the entire575

excitation scheme could be built in a complete analogy to576

the 139Cs (/ = 55, / = 84) isotone and in agreement with577

the data on other N=85 isotones [43]. These excitations are578

found also to be well described by the two-body CD-Bonn SM579

interaction using experimental single-particle energies from580

133Sb and 133Sn nuclei [1].581

Both mother and daughter � = 137 g.s. spin/parity assign-582

ments are in a good agreement also with our SM calculations583

using the N3LOP effective interaction. They predict the 7/2−584

state to be the 137Te g.s.. It is already reported, that this pre-585

diction for lowest state with largest probability (>50%) as a586

single neutron state is in a full consistency with the Napoli SM587

interaction [21].588

It is worth to note that similar predictions were given also589

in earlier works [28], where the 7/2− assignment is compared590

to systematics of the heavier isotones (up to / = 64) and591

concluded that it is best choice for this / = 52 nucleus. Also, it592

is quoted in Ref. [28] that this would suite the non-observation593

(in their data) of candidates for the 3/2− and 5/2− states for this594

nucleus. These candidates could only be tentatively suggested595

from V-decay to 137Te to be at excitation energy of 61.8 keV596

for the (5/2−) state and at least 1136.6 keV for some possible597

(3/2−) state [21], despite the fact that this is somewhat in598

variance with the SM theory with both N3LOP and Napoli599

interactions, predicting the two states as first excited states at600

around the g.s. for N3LOP and around 200 keV for the Napoli601

SM interactions.602
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Table III.Mainwave-function compositions for the positive (+) parity
states of interest as predicted by the SM calculations for 137I.

Jc
8

Configuration-I % Configuration-II %

3/2+1 c(63
7/2)a( 5

2
7/2) 15 c(67/23

2
5/2)a( 5

2
7/2) 11

3/2+2 c(63
7/2)a( 5

2
7/2) 13 c(62

7/235/2)a( 5 2
7/2) 11

3/2+3 c(63
7/2)a( 5

2
7/2) 26 c(62

7/233/2)a( 5 2
7/2) 11

3/2+4 c(62
7/235/2)a( 5 2

7/2) 17 c(33
5/2)a( 5

2
7/2) 12

3/2+5 c(63
7/2)a( 5

2
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B. Origin of new new positive-parity states in 137I603

The appearance of the possible (3/2+) states is uniquely604

identified in this work (see Fig.7 ). These states appear in605

the neighbouring 135I where the g.s. spin/parity is the same606

as in the other odd−� I isotopes, including � = 137. These607

states cover several possibilities in � = 135 with log 5 C around608

7.4-7.5 and together with the 11/2+ possibilities up to 8.1609

[12]. The candidates in � = 137, again similarly probable,610

cover except possible Δ� = 2 (of the g.s.) also Δ� = 1 and611

together with the spin/parity of 11/2+, cover log 5 C values from612

6.8 to 7.7. For three of the observed states with Δ� = 2 as613

most probable scenario, also uniqueness of the first-forbidden614

transitions may be assumed, reflecting the upper log 5 C value615

as given in Table II.616

It is the position of the 3/2+ states that is well matching617

the predicted excitation energy by the SM calculations. It618

can be seen in Fig. 8, where the direct correspondence and the619

predicted configuration as part of the a 5 2
7/2c6

3
7/2 multiplet may620

be traced. The competing c35/2 configuration is relevant only621

for states above 1.1MeVand some of the higher-lying in energy622

experimental candidates that, nevertheless, may correspond to623

a theoretical state with such origin (see color code, online).624

However, some of the other propositions for these states as625

5/2+, 9/2+ (or 11/2+) also predicted nearby would finally not626

be excluded.627

Of the 11/2+ states, only those with the lowest a 5 2
7/2c6

3
7/2628

configuration (see Table III) may be seen. Indeed, the low-629

est of these states being among the experimental possibilities630

(�G = 620 keV) has a remarkable theoretical (�G = 588 keV)631

correspondence. The experimental possibilities for the sec-632

ond and third 11/2+ states listed together with the first 13/2+633

or fifth 3/2+ possibilities, respectively, have also perfect SM634

counterparts.635

Concerning the 5/2+ states, we could classify with certitude636

the first excited states of them, which is based as expected, on637

the predominant c35/2 configuration (see Table III with more638

than 40% probability). As it stays only at �G = 235 keV, the639

orbital positioning may be inferred, and compared with other640

recent data with similar conclusions [4, 7, 21]. Moreover, this641

state is reported also in the heavier 139I at �G = 208 keV and642

compared to the same SM prediction (�G = 175 keV) with643

rather good agreement [5, 8]. It can be, therefore, concluded644

that no drastic change it the c35/2 orbital is present in these I645

isotopes, which is different than its behaviour of the Sb isotopes646

[4, 21]. Interestingly, in the � = 135 Iodine neighbour, the647

second 5/2+ state is also observed in the vicinity of the first648

(e.g. at about 270 keV excitation energy difference) [12]. This649

is the predicted by the SM appearance in 137I (see Fig. 8). We650

have observed another candidate within the excitation energy,651

e.g. the 373.1 keV state, however it may also be assigned652

differently. The clear difference is based on the experimentally653

observed �V and respective log 5 C values that for the 5/2+ state654

in our work amount to 12.8 and 6.2, respectively. It is in a655

very good agreement with the data on both 5/2+ states in 135I,656

with respective values of 24.2/16.4 and 6.3/6.4. In 137I, two657

5/2+ states with 35/2 proton are predicted among the first six658

in about 1 MeV energy spacing, thus larger than in the lighter659

neighbour. Indeed, two candidates can be traced among the660

excited states around 850 keV and 1.4 MeV (see Fig. 7).661

Similar is the situation with the 9/2+ states, two of which662

are based on the same proton excitation as the 5/2+ states,663

while the rest belong to the a 5 2
7/2c6

3
7/2 multiplet. It has to be664

underlined, however, that their wave-functions are much more665

mixed than those of the 5/2+ states with relative contributions666

of the order of 17%. Experimentally, only the first 9/2+ is667

firmly assigned, while the other six candidates (Δ� = 1 of the668
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g.s.) are in competition (with the possible 5/2+ assignment for669

three of the states, or due to V branching also to pairs of states670

with other possible (3/2+ and 11/2+) assignment, even if the671

most probable transition multipolarities are considered. Based672

on the enhanced branch to the first 7/2+ state and the predicted673

second SM state e.g. one may suggest for the 830-keV state674

more a probable 9/2+ than 5/2+ attribution, while for the higher675

lying ones such scenario may be relatively uncertain.676

The most strongly fed 7/2+ states from the direct feeding677

of the 7/2− g.s. state are naturally in a good agreement with678

the � = 7/2 assignments. Any other different spin/parity679

would not present these strong branches well visible in the680

level scheme (Fig. 7) and this certainly excludes the � = 5/2681

for the g.s. as e.g. the feeding to the 243.6 keV and 713.5682

keV states is clearly different. The log 5 C values of the newly683

identified (7/2+) states are also of the order of 6 and the first684

excited after the g.s. seems very likely at 713.5 keV excitation685

energy, based on these experimentally established �V feeding,686

although slightly underestimated in energy by the theory (Fig.687

8). Interestingly, in the earlier V decay work, mostly the as-688

signed as 7/2+ states are observed and where the next such689

candidate, previously set but unassigned at 1169.0 keV [12],690

is confirmed here at 1170.0 keV. In this work, we propose one691

more candidate for 7/2+ at 1.4 MeV excitation energy (Fig. 8).692

These states are purely based on the proton 63
7/2 configuration693

with the exception of the slightly competing c62
7/235/2 contri-694

bution for the 7/2+2 state and their theoretical correspondence695

is relatively good as it can be seen in the Figure.696

As stated earlier, the non-observation of states containing697

GT strength, confirms that this channel is still blocked for 137I698

nucleus and that the decay of the 137Te is completely dom-699

inated by the first-forbidden transitions from the dominating700

a 5 3
7/2c6

2
7/2 g.s. This is in full agreement with the SM calcula-701

tions that also do not expect such branching at low energy and702

the first possible transition between the 7/2− (137Te) → 5/2−703

(137I) is expected at �G (5/2−)=3.8 MeV with �(�)) of about704

0.007, which is not found experimentally. It would be further705

interesting to investigate whether this strength can again be706

unblocked e.g. due the expectations of more mixing and an707

evolving collectivity also in the heavier neighbours.708

V. SUMMARY709

In this work, we performed new V-decay spectroscopy of710

the 137Te nucleus to the daughter 137I. We observed several711

new transitions corresponding to first-forbidden branches to712

excited states in 137I. Due to the relatively weak %= ratio and713

insufficient statistics, the transitions after V-delayed neutron714

emission were strongly hindered and only few indications of715

states in 137I could be seen. Therefore, such investigation716

would require more experimental data.717

From the investigations performed in this work, it is in-718

teresting to highlight the non-observation of GT strength for719

this � = 137 isotope, while a possible even-odd effect with720

decrease of the GT strength at the expense of favoured first-721

forbidden decay seems to be present. Furthermore, the strong722

effect of both c67/2 and c35/2 proton orbitals seems to com-723

pletely dominate the structure of the 137I isotope observed in724

our data up to 2.4 MeV excitation energy.725

The nucleus has an interesting relation to studies of elec-726

tron and anti-neutrino reactor spectral behaviour in connection727

to the role of the first-forbidden transitions, especially as for-728

bidden decays cannot be neglected and need to be accounted729

properly. Being an essential ingredient in the understanding730

not only for nuclear astrophysics but also reactor anti-neutrino731

spectra, these type of studies certainly merit deeper investiga-732

tion.733
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